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Vol. IX Mo. 16 
To every man there openeth 
A way, and ways, and a way, 
And the high Soul climbs the highway 
And the low Soul gropes the low, 
And in between on the misty flats, 
The rest drift to and fro, 
But to every man there openeth 
A highway and a low 
And every man decideth 
The way his Soul shall go. 
—Selected. 
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THE REVIVAL. 
Under the very able leadership of 
Rev. John Owen revival meetings 
have been in progress at Taylor Uni­
versity for two weeks. Three years 
ago Rev. Owen was at Taylor when an 
unusual manifestation of the power 
of God was evidenced in the salva­
tion of many souls. 
This evangelist preaches the gospel 
with marked simplicity and power. 
His messages are straight from the 
Word; even his illustrations are al­
most all taken from the scriptures. 
The way of salvaticn is pointed out 
so clearly that no one can long re­
main in darkness in reference to sal­
vation. Emphasis is laid upon the 
great fundamental doctrines of the 
Bible; holiness of heart and life is 
stressed. 
A faithful band of praying stu­
dents are holding on to God for a great 
outpouring of the Spirit on the meet­
ings. A burden of intercession is felt 
by many and God is honoring the 
prayers of faith. Satan is doing his 
best to defeat the purposes of God, 
but victory is promised to those who 
ask in Jesus' name. A mighty strug­
gle is being waged but we praise God 
for a Saviour who is bigger than the 
enemy of our souls. 
Right from the beginning many 
souls expressed a desire to give them­
selves to God. There was also a stir­
ring among the dry bones and a real 
revival came to the hearts of many 
who needed a refreshing from God. 
Conviction deepens as the meetings 
go on and at each service a number 
pray through in definite victory at the 
altar of prayer. On Friday evening 
the Spirit came down in unusual pow­
er and the altar was filled with seek­
ers. The Holy Ghost is moving in 
old time power and souls are finding 
God in the old-fashioned way. 
In this age when the spiritual life 
of the church is being throttled by un­
belief and modern theology Taylor 
stands firmly for the old time faith. 
The light of full salvation from sin 
Still blazes forth. The banner of 
holiness unto the Lord still waves 
over Taylor University as an emblem 
of the highest type of Christian ex­
perience. The revival meetings it is 
hoped will result in the saving and 
sanctification of every student so that 
the spiritual life experience of each 
will be raised to the standard which 
we have set up. 
God has made no provision in His 
plan of human redemption, and Jesus 
has left no promise in His teachings, 
whereby a church or a Christian can 
be strong and healthy and prosperous 
if either ignores or neglects the work 
of missions. 
JOHN OWEN SAYS 
There are none of us so well born 
that we do not need to be born again. 
A "thus saith the Lord" puts an end 
to all controversy in the spiritual 
realm. 
Getting rid of depravity is more im­
portant than feeling good. 
No soul is fully saved until he is 
sanctified wholly. 
There is no better religion than 
loving God and your neighbors with 
all your heart. 
We are not afraid the critics will 
destroy the Bible, for it is as unde-
structable as God himself; but we are 
afraid that through the unbelief which 
they are teaching that thousands ot 
souls will go to hell: 
I believe that when holiness is 
preached along with repentance that 
deeper conviction will result than 
when this great the'~e is neglected. 
It takes definite presentation to get 
definite results. 
As long as I have breath I expect 
to preach a gospel that makes God 
bigger than the devil. 
Don't expect to go to heaven with 
a carnal mind merely supressed. 
Justification puts a carnal mind un­
der suppression. 
There remains something in the 
human heart after conversion which 
needs the cleansing blood of Jesus. 
We have more trouble with our 
own hearts than we do with our neigh 
bors. 
I believe the rugged truths of the 
gospel will grip the hearts of the 
young people as well as the old. 
A tendency of the age is to be shal­
low in our spiritual natures. 
Too many of us are willing to live 
in the shallows. 
There is a tendency to realize that 
for which we make a supreme effort. 
What a strain there must be on the 
mind of the man who thinks he knows 
it all! 
RECITAL. 
On Friday evening, May 5, Dr. A. 
Verne Westlake presented his pupil 
Miss Virginia Ruse, in a piano recital 
under the auspices of the Thalonian 
Literary Society. Miss Ruse was as­
sisted very splendidly by Mr. J. Har­
old Seelig and Percy W. Olson. 
After the invocation by the chap­
lain Miss Ruse played "Theme Varie" 
by Paderewski, which is a composi­
tion which alternates with melody in 
left and right hands. Next on the 
program Mr. Olson read "A Trying Sit­
uation" by Mark Twain which was in­
terspersed with humorous and em­
barrassing situations. Miss Ruse 
then presented "Danse de Delphes" 
by Debussy which depicts the Greek 
dance; "The Nightingale" which was 
very inspiring, an "Bird Song" by 
Palmgren. 
Mr. Seelig in his usual captivating 
way sang "Milisande" by Goetz; "In-
.victus" by Kuhn, and "The Old, Old 
Love" by DeKoven. He was heartily 
applauded and as an encore he sang 
another very good selection. 
Miss Ruse then played "Nocturne 
F Sharp Major" by Chopin, and "Hun­
garian Rhapsidy No. 7" by Liszt which 
were both very well rendered. 
Mr. Olson then read "The Man in 
the Shadow" portraying college life 
and activities of the senior class of 
'76. This reading was very good and 
the audience was carried very vivid­
ly through the entire selection. 
The closing number was a "Con­
certino" accompanied by Miss Wesler. 
—"Doug." 
SOANGETAHA RECEPTION. 
The Soangetaha girls and a number 
of their friends spent a very enjoy­
able evening from eight to ten Sat­
urday, April 22. This good time was 
in the form of a reception in honor 
of the inter-collegiate debaters and 
our inter-club debaters. Dean and 
Mrs. Ayres and Prof. Glasier and wife 
were also guests of the evening. 
While the receiving took place Miss 
Daugherty at the piano and Mr. 
Fenstermacher with his violin fur­
nished some beautiful selections. The 
evening was spent in pleasant con­
versation interspersed by readings 
which were given by Mrs. Gilbertson 
and Miss Churchill. Mrs. Gilbertson 
read a delightful child reading, "Dead 
Pussycat" and Tennyson's "Lady 
Clare." Miss Churchill gave a poem 
by Edgar Guest, "Home," and a selec­
tion called "Tom Brown." 
Throughout the evening music was 
furnished by the Stowell Trio of 
Portland. Everyone appreciated their 
music given on the piano, saxaphones 
and banjoes. Dainty refreshments 
were served and after " closing pray­
er by the dean, the members and their 
guests departed, feeling that they 
loved Taylor better because of the 
evening of fellowship together. 
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Address of Advice and Counsel to 
Senior Class of 1922 
By W. C. Glasier, Adviser 
STANDARDS AND RESULTS 
The Great Mystery. 
The greatest question in civilization 
is that of explaining the wonderful 
accomplishments of great men. The 
world does not forget him who gives 
all that he has and all that he is to 
the advancement of civilization. There 
are no greater problems for the world 
to solve thaq that of analyzing the 
causes that are behind noble service. 
There is no more difficult interpreta­
tion for the world to give than that 
of human life. To the world the great 
mystery of grandeur in manliness and 
life becomes more and more wonder­
ful as an examination is made; the 
marvelous intricacies of character be­
come more and more evident as pro­
gress in righteousness is attained and 
the largeness of man's possibilities 
grow in extent. My friends, there are 
reasons for everything that the hu­
man mind encounters and studies. 
"jn-ere is no such thing as success with­
out a genuine cause, there is no such 
thing as personal accomplishment 
without the meeting of neeessiL-, ard 
emergencies, there is no such thing 
as majestic influence and grandeur 
of power without an actual purchase 
and a real settlement at cost. The 
great mystery is only such to a man 
when be puts God out of his trans­
actions, when he forgets his alleg­
iance to the Lord of hosts, when he 
omits in his practice the eternal 
realities of character and when he al­
lows himself to drift as a ship with­
out a pilot. The promises are so 
many, the light is so abundant, the 
assurances are so evident, the guar­
antees are so sufficient, and the rer 
suits are so cumulative that there is 
no need to take anv risks, fear anv 
consequences or doubt the prospects 
when one has entered unon the path 
of right living and is faithful to his 
best motives and purnoses. 
The Interpretation Given. 
Great men have ca-eers. wield in­
fluences. and accomplish results that 
are more marvelous than Action. 
Their experiences, sacrifices, methods 
and Plans are always attractive in­
formation to the earnest and con­
scientious student. It is not to be 
wondered at, then, that an endeavor 
is constantly made to find some gen­
eral law that will give an '^nation 
for human action, that some interpre­
tation is sought for the evidences of 
distinction and that an inquiry is made 
for the secret of power. 
Men should always be recognized 
as individuals with diversity of tal­
ent. They are in no sense repetitions 
and yet they are given singly and 
alone remarkable opportunity to do 
•specific work for God and for man that 
is in reality unequaled and unpar­
alleled. Heredity as a fact is worth 
while as a point to investigate in 
these considerations, but heredity has 
never yet made a man true or grand 
or noble. Education has naturally a 
great influence Upon human possi­
bility and personal capability, yet ed­
ucation alone has never made a man 
distinguished or influential. Train­
ing given to a human being by others 
is always an important means to. a 
definite end, hut training alone has 
never made a man so competent as to 
be absolutely independent of his fel­
lows, or capable of doing without the 
love, the blessing of Almighty God. 
Hence, many of the most notable in­
terpretations that man has given of 
his fellows are false and misleading, 
their assumptions are often wicked 
and irreverent, while their solutions 
are unsafe and unreliable guides to 
life and character. Heredity, educa­
tion. training, money—all are oppor­
tunities, they are doors that can he 
opened toward a higher, a happier 
and better life, but even they alone 
without the blessings and guidance 
of God may prevent rather than help, 
may deter rather than impel and may 
induce such a self esteem and such a 
personal contentment that they abso­
lutely contribute to destroy enter­
prise, manliness and ambition. 
What of t'-e Future? 
As we study the philosophy of life 
we find cause for the greatest en­
couragement, and a demand for the 
largest personal activity and the deep­
est personal consecration to high and 
noble purpose. The problems of the 
present world are not all solved. The 
victories of the past should admonish 
men that the future developments are 
an absolutely unexplored region, and 
that the things thus far done are hut 
aids to the grander things yet to be 
accomplished. The greater secrets of 
nature are yet to be revealed, the 
greater lessons of the possibilities of 
human life are yet to be learned and 
taught, while the greater accomplish­
ments of man are yet to be realized. 
God g.ves to each age just the an­
swers that the faith and wisdom of 
its men make possible; He grants to 
each generation the triumphs and the 
accomplishments they are prepared to 
reach; He honors every man of every 
time in accordance with his sincerity, 
his endeavors and his thoughtfulness. 
There are plenty of demands remain­
ing for the use' of origina1 power; 
there are still plenty of opportuni­
ties for the employment of goodness; 
there is abundance of opportunity to­
day to grow in righteousness; there is 
no limit placed upon largeness in life. 
The loudest call of the present is for 
the man possessed of a spirit of dis­
covery, for the man with supreme will­
ingness to serve, for the man with 
gifts to render his career notable 
through helpf"lness', for the man who 
is willing to do God's work in God's 
time, and in God's way. The present 
conditions are ripe, and the prospects 
of results are greater than the ages 
of the past have ever known. 
The Demand for Men. 
It is a very curious and startling 
fact that as population has increased 
and as civilization has expanded, as 
education has improved and as men 
have become better trained, that there 
has been a constantly increasing de­
mand for broad, strong, competent 
men. There never was a time when 
the supply was so unequal to the de­
mand or the providence of God so 
large that the fitness of man could 
not fill the want. There never- was a 
time when every man could afford to 
invest so largely in his preparation, 
in his character ana .n his personal­
ity, knowing that largeness and good­
ness and pureness would be needed to 
possess such a notable prospect 
There never was a time when there 
was such a lack in the supply of the 
right kind of men. Patriots, heroes, 
workers for the common good, men 
of virtue and of reliability are all the 
time in demand in greatly increasing 
numbers in order that they may do 
the world's work and may bring about 
the phases of modern progress that 
the providence of God wills. These 
are the times when a life with good 
habits is at a premium, when pure 
and strong character is always scarce 
on the market, when true living and 
excellence in ability count for so 
much, when reliability and skill com­
mand an advance price, when virtue 
and capability can depend upon be­
ing recognized and esteemed. These 
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are the days when the getting of a su­
perior education is an investment that 
is sure to be very profitable, when the 
field of honest and strenuous endeav­
or is the preliminary for accomplish­
ment, and when an advancing market 
for manliness is an every day occur­
ence. This is the age when it posi­
tively pays to be a scholar, one who 
knows something well, to be a work­
man, one who knows how to do things 
in the best way; to be a man in ths 
fullest sense, one who can meet 
emergencies and exigencies and not 
flinch at the sticking point nor fail to 
secure the victory. It is now that 
honesty must be complete, executive 
ability must be clear and decisive, ca­
pability must be gigantic in its reach 
of comprehensiveness, for the stand­
ards of the best and highest have be­
come the essentials of permanent re­
sults. 
The Great Need of High Standards. 
It is far too common for men of 
promise to lack the reliable standards 
by which they should measure and 
decide their conduct from day to day. 
It is so easy to assume a double 
nature, as it were, whereby there are 
different gradesl of standards in the 
same life, the man being one thing 
in his personal character and con­
duct and quite another thing in his 
public character and conduct. Men 
who would indignantly refuse to de­
fraud another man because of ideas 
of right and wrong will often not hes­
itate to defraud a corporation or the 
government. The true man is right­
eous as a man in private life and 
equally righteous in public life. He 
can see no difference in the trans­
actions that occur whether they are 
associated with some individual or 
some company. If they are sinful in 
cne case they are equally sinful in 
another case. It is true that there 
are men of high standing who will do 
things in politics that they would 
think very dishonorable in other rela­
tions. They easily excuse themselves 
for offenses that are constantly de­
grading their characters and that are 
depreciative of the proper standards 
that are absolutely essential to the 
most successful career. He who 
stoops to deceive others, gradually 
develops a character, a personality 
and a disposition that wil. & <on en­
able him to deceive himself. Dis­
crimination as a faculty of the mind 
depends entirely for its efficiency up­
on the right and honest using of it. 
There can be no trifling with stand­
ards when one deals with virtue and 
vice. There is no middle ground, no 
half way of neutrality, no possibility 
of not making a choice. The young 
man who plans to be anybody in 
reality must early set up standards 
,jf excehence and candor, he must in 
youth place the foundations of char­
acter upon the solid ctc^s of integ­
rity; he must, in the beginning, plan 
for a daily expansion of a larger and 
nobler life or else he gradually de­
preciates in judgment, his intelligence, 
his capability of decision. A man 
must not trifle with himself, his train­
ing, and his power to know or to do. 
If he does, he cannot do the world's 
work if he will because he is already 
losing the power of his cunning and 
the wisdom of experience through vio­
lation of law. 
Relation of Standards and Results. 
It must continually be recognized 
that there are definite laws to pro­
gress and success. The way to these 
attainments is a plain way, even if 
it is hard and long. It is worth the 
while for a soul to know that results 
are always a certainty of human 
thought and action. There is no more 
positive fact than that every indi­
vidual is attaining some kind of re­
sults. The quality of the result is the 
great thing to be considered. The 
acceptance of absolute standards of 
virtue and holiness and the carrving 
out of such standards in daily living 
determines the excellence, the effici­
ency and the greatness of a career. 
True prosperity and high success are 
more dependent upon character and 
right action than they are upon gen­
ius or notable endowment. It is 
more important in these days of 
temptation and contest that a life start 
right, keep continually right and de­
pend upon absolute cumulative re­
sults for a final total, than that anv 
ether one thing be done. Right stand­
ards are essential; nobility of life is 
the only way to reality of result, while 
grandeur of sincerity (and of probityl 
g-arantees a glorious outcome. 
The Development of Manliness and 
Character. 
Wisdom is a constant necessity in 
the selection of standards and in the 
foreshadowing of results. There is a 
rrowth that comes from activity in 
thinking out problems, in working out 
careers, in solving exigencies and in 
determining possibilities. There is no 
chance to avoid responsibility and to 
refuse to grow, as such a result is a 
necessity. One either grows straight 
or crooked, all depending upon con­
ditions; one either grows wise or ig­
norant, all depending upon the use 
of opportunities; one either grows 
weak or strong, all depending upon 
the exercise taken; one either grows 
efficient or inefficient, all depending 
upon the way thing3 are done; one 
either grows righteous or sinful, all 
depending upon the standards of life 
that are permitted to dictate in the 
development of character. Manliness 
with all its best possibilities is a de­
velopment from beginnings to immense 
proportions. "Whence hath this man 
these things," is no surprising inquiry 
when it is recalled that the possibili­
ties of growth in greatness and in 
power are practically unlimited. 
There are no more wonderful things 
in life than the evidences of develop­
ment. Rapidity, magnitude and 
character, startle us as we behold 
them displayed in the life of a man 
whose career is in harmony with the 
plans of God. His progress, his at­
tainments, his development, his out­
come, his influence and his afficiency 
all seem to be products of (the 
miraculous and) the imnossible, but 
they are not so because all things are 
possible with God. 
The Need of Spirituality of Life. 
In order that these problems, in 
which the human and the divine are 
both united, can be fully understood 
it is necessary that the investigator 
possess spirituality of life. He needs 
to know God so well that his prayers 
are means of telling God his experi­
ence and getting the divine direction. 
He needs to make so complete a sur­
render that he recognizes that he is 
God's messenger to carry out orders 
for the good of a needy world. The 
work he does is not his alone but it 
is a work that God wants done and 
that is thus entrusted to man's judg­
ment and discretion. Spirituality of 
life gives great peace and satisfaction 
to a soul because it is not continuallv 
rerplexed by selfish ambition or hy 
mercenary motives. It is not annoyed 
or worried as regards the time of 
promotion or the day of greater pres­
tige. It waits cheerfully God's own 
time and God's own way. In the 
meantime there is no lack of deter­
mination to accomplish, there; is no 
disposition to suffer discouragement, 
there is no reason to compare pro­
gress or stations with others. Sacri­
fice is nothing, rank is nothing, world­
ly recognition is nothing as compared 
with the fact that one is about his 
Master's business and that he is prov­
ing his discipleship to be honorable 
and his life to be serviceable. Edu­
cation without spirituality develops 
discontent, expands greedy ambition 
for power at any cost and by any 
means, sets one at war with society 
(Continued on page 7) 
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OPEN ARMS IN MEXICO are well stocked with liquor. . tian duty to help our brothers?" or 
— Mexico can now boast of the largest even such remarks as, "We may not 
Mrs. Wm. Walace, Mexico City Sunday school in Latin America, all be Christians but we can all be 
Revolutions. have come and gone. Forty-three prayer centers in Mex- Christlike," thus identifying the best 
Mexican presidents have sat for a few 130 city are connected with Gaute and the helpful spirit with the Chris-
brief moments in the presidential church. These little straws show how tian. 
chair and have sunk into the grave. tile Mexican weather is blowing for A short time ago Dr. Stanley Jones 
Bandits have risen and "alien. Mex- missionary work. visited the great Hindu university in 
icans and foreigners have been mur- the stronghold of Hinduism. Benares 
dered and houses and lands, mines INDIA'S BRIGHT SIDE. —a university that has a student body 
and cattle have been confiscated. But of sixteen hundred students, where 
the missionaries move on. In day, when India is facing the purpose is to give a modern edu-
Tbere are some wonderfully fine deep unrest and her future is uncer- cation under Hindu influences and 
men, both young and old, among t'm tain> even though there are many surrounded by modern culture. But 
Mexican evangelical ministry and now things that seem to make her future alas! Science and other modern 
if ever is the time for them to show took dark, there is a bright side and subjects are found to not harmonize 
true leadership. it is that I wish to speak of. with Hinduism. They are opposites 
Mission schools and churches are There are thousands of Christians and can never agree. As a result, 
overflowing and pupils are paying a in India today, even though she is Hinduism is not emphasized. Mr. 
higher rate of tuition than ever be- yet without any knowledge of Christ Jones was asked to speak there and 
fore. Some mission, schools have a in the majority of her, villages. There personal written invitations were sent 
waiting list. In the state of Cbeanas, are those in India who are nominal to every one in the institution. He 
a purely home mission field where no Christians, but do not know enough preached Christ and Him alone as 
foreivn missionary has ever lived, about Christianity to even give the the solution to all of our modern 
three hundred have been added to the simple facts concerning the life of problems. He could scarcely speak at 
Evangelical church during the past Christ. Such I have seen, in my times for the applause. He was in-
year. There are now about eight short stay, here in India. Then, there vited and returned three times, but 
hundred evangelicals in the state, are those who are Christians in name the fourth invitation he had to re-
and Korean like the lay-workers, go but still cling to Hindu ideals. They fuse because of previous engagements, 
out to evangelize two by two, for two have given themselves to Christianity, In one of the meetings one of the pro-
weeks at a time, armed only with a but they have reserved their thinking, lessors arose and said, "I have been 
Bible, a hymn book, and the Confes- if such a thing be possible. It is pos- asked what has impressed me most 
sion of Faith of 'he Pr°shvterian sible for a man to give himself and about Dr. Jones' message, and I want 
church. Little shrines dot the coun- not his thinking, and it is also pos- to say, young men, that the thing 
try and in these pulpits the elders sible to win a man's thinking and not that impressed me was the personal-
and lay-workers stand and preach the the man. What we want in India to- ity of whom he was speaking. He is 
gospel, pure and simple, in the open day is the man plus his thinking. the greatest personality that has ever 
air. Then, too, there are two ways of appeared in human history." Then 
The National Anti-Alcoholic Society reaching this end. One is the indi- he went on to say that it was the first 
is waging a strenuous campaign. It vidual method, and the other is the day of spring and they could not 
J has to be strenuous in a land where method of surrounding and winning better start spring than with an ad-
nearly everyone from archbishop to the whole as a mass. As Dr. Stanley dress of that kind. 
Cm peon clings to his wine or pulgus. Jones says, one can shoot individuals One man asked, "Must a man be 
Three women with little babies strap- of an army, but it is also possible to baptized?" He was told that a man 
ped to their backs were seen reeling surround the army and get the whole, has two lives. One is before God and 
home in company with equally drunk- Both methods are to be commended, the other before men; the outer and 
en men the other day, and if our Mex- We must seek the individuals of In- the inner life. The Lord wants both 
ican children are to be saved from dia, but while we are doing that we of these. In India baptism means 
drunkards' graves, now is the time to should also seek to surround the the declaration of acceptance of Chris-
begin. A crime wave seems to be whole with Christian ideals. tianity to the community. Here is 
sweeping over Mexico and every few India has absorbed many of our where the upper castes fail, for to be 
davs attention is called to the onus- Christian ideals without realizing it baptized means to break caste and 
ual number of automobile accidents or giving Christianity the credit. One destroy the home relations. Some say, 
attributed by many to tco much liq- may often hear such remarks as these, "I would like to be a Christian, I 
uor- All Mexico is wet. Saloons, ho- among the upper castes, "He acted love the Bible, but I can't break up my 
tels, restaurants, even grocery stores most unchristian," "Isn't it our Chris- home." Caste is the greatest draw-
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back that India has. It is declared 
that when India becomes so absorbed 
with Christian ideals that one can be 
a Christian and not break up the 
home, thousands will turn to Chris­
tianity. In south India there are 
places where even Brahmans become 
Chrisians and still remain in the 
home. That is what India mission­
aries hope to see accomplished. 
Many of thej Indian leaders already 
proclaim caste a very bad thing, and 
according to our best leaders of today. 
India is slowly but surely moving 
toward Christian ideals. 
LOCALS. 
Miss Virginia Ruse, a student of 
Professor Westlake, gave a very fine 
recital Friday evening, assisted by 
Harold Seelig and Percy Olson. Vir­
ginia's mother and two sisters attend­
ed the recital. 
Rev. Maurice Barrett, who has 
been pastor at the Methodist church 
of Upland for the past four years, is 
now preaching at Boston, Mass. We 
greatly regret to have him leave but 
the best of friends must part. 
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Butler have 
been visiting their son, Harold See­
lig. It certainly is an inspiration to 
have them with us and we extend a 
cordial invitation for them to visit 
us often. 
The revival meetings under the 
leadership of Rev. Owen have been 
a fine success. The Holy Spirit has 
been in our midst and many have been 
revived. 
Professor Miles, Veltna Cassidv, 
Madge Mannon and Mildred Orlin 
assisted Rev. Long at the Sunday eve­
ning service at Farmland last week. 
Mr. Paul Dunlan spent a few days 
with us last week. Mr. Dunlap is 
now teaching in Oakland City high 
school. 
Rev. G. W. Ridoiu, of Philadelphia., 
visited chaoel Wednesday morning. 
Claribel Eaton, who has been very 
sick, is gradually improving. 
A couple of students from Marion 
college visited T. U. recently. 
Dean and Mrs. Avres were sud­
denly called to Redkey last week be­
cause of the death of the dean's sis­
ter. Later in the week they attended 
the funeral of a brother-in-law at 
Greenville, Ohio. 
Mr. M. O. Abbey attended the meet­
ing of local preachers at Philadelphia 
and is now visiting friends and rela­
tives in the east. 
Miss Iva Wilburn, of Bluffton, is 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Pugh. Miss 
Wilburn was in school at T. U. in 
1917. 
Three machine loads of T. U. stu­
dents motored to Richmond, Indiana, 
last week to attend the revival meet­
ings under the leadership of Billy 
Sunday. 
If ycu can't play tennis'surely you 
can play horseshoe and come at least 
within a mile of the peg. Horseshoe 
seems-to be about as popular as ten­
nis at T. U. In fact most everyone is 
interested in some kind of sport. 
Let's show our interest in athletics 
and give our loyal support to the base­
ball teams and track meet, etc. 
Yes! Mr. Alexander is still expect­
ing his wife to visit T. U. If she don't 
soon appear we will have to buy him 
a good supply of handkerchiefs in 
which to weep. 
Things certainly are developing 
this time of year. Each day a new 
S. P. couple appears on the scene. 
There's Rosabeile and Edwin, Louise 
and Mr. Rumble, Ruth and Snow 
Flake, Mary and John. Oh, yes! And 
many others too numerous to men­
tion. 
Miss Forman and Miss Moss, for­
mer students of T. U., visited the 
Speiker girls and other friends on the 
campus. 
Rev. George Shaw, of Pittsburg, Pa., 
was the guest of his daughter and 
other T. U. friends on his way home 
from St. Louis. 
Rev. W. N. Dunn, of South Bend, 
Ind., spent a couple of days on the 
campus. 
Mrs. R. H. Gardner is visiting -yvith 
her sister, Dorothea Leech. 
Our seniors certainly did look dig­
nified the other day as they made all 
sorts of faces when drinking water 
at the dinner table. Nevertheless 
those who pulled the joke were caught 
in their own trap. Cheer up, seniors, 
the worst is yet to come. 
Miss Josephine Seagrave, of Green-
town, is visiting at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Dallas Albright. 
[ NET .RON STUDIO { 
i PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING ? 
{ Welcomes You at its new Location I 
| 223 W. Main St. Hartford City | 
• i 
DR. W. D. PLACE 
Dentist 
One Square East of Weiler's 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
1 o. C. BOWEN & CO. 
? DRY GOODS, NOTIONS 
i GROCERIES, 
j GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
i Upland - - - Indiana 
jMiller Lbr & Mfg\ Co. f 
? EVERYTHING IN BUILDING | 
i MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL f 
i Upland, Ind. Phone 211 ? 
We Appreciate Your Trade 
"Blue Bird" Bread 
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL 
KINDS PASTRIES 
Satisfaction Guarantees 
or Money Refunded. 
Upland Baking- Co. 
E. S. ULLOM, Prop. 
Phone Orders 382 
Thank God every morning when you 
get up that you have something to 
do that day which must be done 
whether you like it or not. Being 
forced to work and forced to do your 
best will breed in you a hundred vir­
tues which the idle never knew.— 
Kingsley. 
f t . . * . . f t . . a . • a . ' « " f t " « " « " # *  
Upland State Bank 
Upland, Ind. 
The trouble with most incomes is 
that they don't come in save for the 
briefest call. 
CAPITAL $25,000.00 
SURPLUS AND PROFIT, 
$8,000.00 
H. T. CONNELLY, President 
GUY DUCKWALL, Cashier 
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What Jesus Can Do—My Personal 
Experience 
Harold T. Slagg 
In my Christian experience four 
mountain peaks of actuality have 
stood out plainly. As I am concerned, 
all the arguments of the skeptics are 
silenced for all time . In conscious 
personal acquaintance with super­
natural personalities, I have dealt 
with two; in conscious introspection, 
I have found that I have had two heart 
lives. The cognition of a super-
intelligent satanic being and the fact 
of an uncontrollable in-dwelling prin­
ciple which drove me away from God 
form one part of my experience. 
Over against this is the hourly con­
sciousness of the presence of my God 
and the atoning sacrifice of Jesus 
which has begotten within me a new 
nature and cleansed me from my sin. 
Let me repeat again that in actual 
Christian experience all have had two 
personalities and two heart states 
with which to be concerned. 
In the modern conception of spirit­
uality, we have been guilty of trying 
to push aside all supernaturalism. 
We have not only attempted to drive 
God out of His universe but have 
tried to blind the eyes of the multi­
tudes to the fact that a "devourer" 
and an "accuser" is abroad in the 
land. The Apostle Paul in his re­
markable epistle to the Ephesian 
church said: "We wrestle not against 
flesh and blood, but against princi­
palities, against powers, against the 
rulers of the darkness of this world, 
against spiritual wickedness in high 
places." Before passing from this 
line of thought, I would drop a word 
of warning. Do not think, Christian 
friend, that because some time ago you 
were saved and enjoyed the blessing 
of God that you can now loiter idly 
without a battle. No! A thousand 
times no! Men who fought and sailed 
through bloody seas to gain a good 
resurrection knew that they were not 
fighting against Judiaisers and Roman 
Emperors nor even against the at­
tending circumstances of erroneous 
thinking and teaching, but against a 
supernatural being. Hence, we dare 
not trust in our own experiences nor 
in our righteousness. But thanks be 
unto God we have One in whom we 
can trust. One who was 'manifested 
to destroy the works of the devil;' we 
exalt One who 'led captivity captive 
and gave gifts unto men.'" 
This has been my experience from 
one angle. To view it from an en­
tirely different point, I see that God 
has most graciously withstood my 
downward course. How vivid to my 
memory is the day when the Spirit 
called me to the ministry. This call 
came when I was unacquainted with 
my Master. In the hours of test, when 
my soul has been driven by the storm, 
I have always had an anchor in the 
recall of that day. The time of the 
winter revival came, another epoch 
in my life began. One night in a small 
western school house, I met my Sav­
iour in the forgiveness of my sins. 
After a few nights, hardly knowing 
why, I went to the altar for the bap­
tism of the Spirit and purity of heart. 
True to His promise He came. With­
in a few months I was preaching in 
school houses and churches through 
the county. 
Then came the great break with 
God. Carelessness! How often 
does it rob the soul of its inheritance. 
Carelessness is but the forerunner of 
rebellion. Again I was swept in sin. 
The heartache of the next two years 
was almost unendurable. Sleepless 
nights and joyless days were my por­
tion. Surely the backslider forces 
himself to drink the wormwood and 
the gall of God's displeasure. 
Nevertheless, how long suffering 
our God is. Ha came with healing 
and pardon, sanctifying and purify­
ing my heart by grace through faith. 
I have nothing of which to boast, no 
goodness to claim, no righteousness 
with which to clothe myself except 
that which I found at the cross where 
I was crucified to the world and the 
world to me. What a life the soul 
has in Him! What a mystery! The 
sinless for the sinner dies, the Master 
for the slave takes the vengeance of 
the just wrath of God. It is time we 
ceased our speculation concerning 
theories and began to praise Him for 
His love. 
Love is not getting, but giving; not 
a wild dream of pleasure and a mad­
ness of desire—oh, no—love is not 
that! It is goodness and honor, and 
peace and pure living—yes, love is 
that, and is the best thing in the 
world, and the thing that lives long­
est.—VanDyke. 
(Address of Advice continued) 
and develops a condition of wretched­
ness and dissatisfaction that is be­
yond exaggeration. Education, with 
spirituality of life, becomes a means 
to an end, enabling the man to accept 
a career as missionar. 10 the lands 
beyond Christendom and not feel that 
the sacrifice is too great; or enabling 
him to preach the gospel at the sacri­
fice of income and ease without ask­
ing for sympathy; or enabling him 
to take up the work of a humble 
teacher without the possibility of a 
meager financial recognition in pro­
portion to the service demanded, with­
out needing the pity of mankind or 
caring for the gibes of those who ridi­
cule the vocation. It costs much, in 
the opinion of the world, to be govern­
ed by the motives and ambitions of 
spirituality of life but the Christian 
does not count it thus, as he cheer­
fully undertakes the work of the high­
er life, trusting God for the enlarge­
ment of his career of usefulness and 
greatness. 
The Promise of Reward. 
The grandest tribute that can be 
paid to a really good iran is that he 
served acceptably his day and genera­
tion and did not seek temporary profit 
as an actual end in life. What are 
worldly honors, emoluments, triumphs 
and victories, after all. but the flowers 
of a day or a week that must soon fade 
and pass away! What are the tem­
porary things of this life but the means 
to the better end; the saving, the 
training and the developing of people 
for the higher life! What are the 
struggles, the hours of though and 
study, the years of application and 
endeavor worth, if they have no re­
sult that is permanent and that be­
longs to the glories of the life to 
come! All these things lead to but 
one conclusion and that a wonderful 
one—there is a better world than this, 
there is a happier existence than this, 
there is a more glorious condition 
than this; it is in the great beyond 
when we shall see Christ as He is 
and shall enjoy Him forever and for­
ever. There is nothing greater or 
more dominant in all revelation than 
the promise of the life to come. It is 
in the history of the ancients as they 
recognized their relation to immor 
tality. It is in the religion of all times 
giving evidence of a man's belief in a 
greater and grander future. It is in 
every book of the Bible, indicating 
that man has a glorious prospect of 
immortal life, and thax he can well af­
ford to keep himself in touch with all 
Pmt is glorious, and great. The mis­
sion of man is to do all that he can 
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in this world to forward righteous­
ness and truth and to wait patiently 
for that grandeur and that greatness 
that is guaranteed hereafter for such 
manliness and virtue. 
He who graduates from an educa­
tional institution without having 
learned the way to immortality, with­
out possessing the truth about his 
own soul and its possibilities and des­
tiny, without partaking of the ex­
periences of life eternal, the most 
glorious knowledge which men can ac­
quire, has failed to get the elements 
of a real education that is his for the 
asking and that is essential to the 
noblest and greatest career. 
Who is Able for These Things? 
The question of questions is one 
of ability to meet the emergencies and 
the demands of every day life. This 
ability must be abundant, it must be 
exhaustiless, it must be consecrated, 
it must be fully developed. The test 
will come and it will lea severe one, 
but it cannot be such as to overcome 
the faithful and sincere soul whose 
preparation is complete. The test 
will be positive and exacting but it 
will not be a surprise to him who puts 
his trust in God and knows the manli­
ness of his valour. The 'est will be 
frequent and continuous but it can 
always be met by those who know 
themselves, their resources, and are 
willing to sacrifice selfishness to at­
tain the victory. "Who shall ascend 
into the hill of Jehovah" says the 
Psalmist, "and who shall stand in His 
holy place." "He that hath clean 
hands and a pure heart; who hath not 
lifted up his soul unto falsehood, and 
hath not sworn deceitfully. He shall 
receive a blessing from Jehovah and 
righteousness from the God of his 
salvation." 
Members of the Class of 1022. 
I have now given you my advice 
and counsel in this discussion of the 
higher life. It has been founded on 
love and prayer. I would that you 
not. only receive the honors of Taylor 
University but that you attain unto 
the higher life, the knowledge of 
which will give you peace, guarantee 
you supreme happiness and compel 
you to seek the greatest effectiveness 
in all your endeavors. This has been 
my hope for you since I have learned 
to know you well enough to appreciate 
that your greatest ambition is to be 
somebody of importance by doing 
something great for your fellow men 
I know something of the sacrifices 
you are willing to make, the virtues 
you are willing to practice, the serv­
ice you are willing to render, in order 
that you may be a great blessing to 
the world. I can hardly believe that 
you would go to work trusting in your 
own strength, relying upon your own 
endeavor and believing i". your own 
power, when God stands ready to unite 
His strength, His endeavors and His 
power to the building up of your 
careers in every good direction, and 
that you may have all this simply for 
the asking. 
To attain in good measure to grand 
and worthy results is truly possible 
R. M. HENLEY | 
FLORIST I 
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We grow our own flowers j 




STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES 
All kinds of Fruits and 
Vegetables in Season 
C. E. Poorman 
UPLAND, IND 
D E N T I S T R Y  j 
Dr. 0. M. FLINN I 
Marion, Indiana i 
402 Glass Blk. Phone 384. | 
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House of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 




Write us and we will 
call on you. 
LIEBER HARDWARE CO. 








THE PIONEER i 
« 
DRUG STORE 
The Rexall Store 
Upland, Ind. 
and absolutely sure if you will adopt 
as your platform of character the great 
and holy standards that Gou has given 
to man. It is the kind of a standard 
of excellence and perfection that is 
adopted that determines the type of 
life; It is the kind of a standard of 
virtue and character that is accepted 
that decides the issues of a career; 
it is the kind of a standard of integ­
rity and purity that is possessed that 
decrees usefulness and happiness. It 
becomes, therefore, a question jf suc­
cess or failure, of power or weakness, 
of life or death. The choice is yours, 
the result that will be obtained will 
he yours; the problem of the best 
things is always solvable, the prob­
lem of the worst things is avoidable. 
Be wise, be prudent, be faithful, be 
true; be consistent, be noble, be de­
termined, be progressive; grow in 
faith, grow in knowledge through ex­
perience and grow in the grace and 
the favor of God continually. "I call 
heaven and earth tc record this day 
against you that I have set before 
you life and death, blessing and curs­
ing; therefore, choose life that both 
thee and thy seed shall live." (Deut. 
.0:19.) 
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SERVICE HDW. CO. I 
The first Hardware Store on ! ! 
your way down town. ? f 
Student Patronage Solicited. I f TT , , tt i j t i. * ? Upland U p l a n d  . . . .  I n d i a n a  f  *  
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
- Indian 
A DREAM. 
"Dr. A. J. Gordon had a dream one 
Saturday night which profoundly in­
fluenced all bis af .er ministry. In 
his dream he was in his pulpit, when 
a stranger entered and passed slowly 
up the aisle. A gentleman offered him 
a seat in his pew, which was quietly 
accepted. At the close of the service 
Dr. Gordon asked the gentleman, in 
whose pew the stranger had sat, who 
the visitor was: "Why, don't you 
know?" was the reply, "that was Je­
sus of Nazareth; doubtless He will 
come again." "An indescribable rush 
of emotion came over me," writes Dr. 
Gordon. "To think that Jesus was 
present! What did He think of the 
service? Had I preached as I would 
like Him to hear? A lifetime, almost 
an eternity of interest, was crowded 
into a single moment." That vision of 
the personal presence o* Uhrist trans­
formed Dr. Gordon's life, ministry, 
and church. May our impressions of 
the Lord's nearness he as vivid and 
as potent!":—The Resurrection and 
the Life. 
Sometimes the man who knows it 
all lias to be shown. 
Fine Business Offer for Vacation 
$60 to $80 
week 
TO COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN 
Any hustling: College Man or Woman can make 
$60.00 to $80.00 a week selling the Monitor Self-
Heating Iron. Enables housewife to iron .in cool­
est room or out on shaded porch—a hot weather 
seller unsurpassed. Work all or spare time. A 
few weeks work during vacation will pay vour 
expenses in college next year. Ask for Big Il­
lustrated Circular and pamphlet "How I Paid 
My Expenses Through College," written by a col­
lege man. Act now and clinch your claim on 
choice territory. 
The Monitor Sad Iron Co. 507 Fay St. Big Prairie, Ohio. 
The Economy Store 
F. M. Porter, Prop. 
UPLAND, IND. 
"The Store That Always Has 
the Goods" and Makes the 
Lowest Cash Prices on 
Everything for Everybody. 
J 
BRODERICK & BALLINGER I 
f 
Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats. 
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON. I 
UPLAND, IND. PHONE 61 








Phone 11 _ - Upland, Ind. 
You are right, Mary Jane; to-day 
was tomorrow yesterday. 
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HOLINESS AND SIN. 
Sin it is that through all .ages has 
carried destruction, desolation, and 
death in its wake. Sin it is that has 
caused the downfall of nations, the 
throttling of human progress and 
achievment, the undoing of lives, the 
blighting of character. Sin it is that 
will cause the gates of heaven to 
swing shut in the faces of millions of 
human beings. Sin it is that brought 
Christ from His home in glory to 
work out a plan of salvation for man­
kind. 
When sin entered the human fam­
ily trouble began. Sin is the source 
of all misery, sickness, strife, fam­
ine, pestilence and wars. Sin if re­
moved from the earth would leave 
heaven. It is the business of every 
Christian to make this earth more 
like heaven. Every Christian should 
engage in the work r f snatching souls 
from the power of sin. O, for a clear­
er vision of the privilege of lifting 
sinners from the darkness and unrest 
of sin into the glorious light and 
peace of the gospel. 
It is apparent on all sides that the 
seriousness anil folly of sin in mini­
mized. Sin is considered lightly. 
The pulpit is almost silent on the sin 
question. Souls are fast slipping in­
to eternity without a warning as to 
the result of a life of sin. The Chris­
tian workers who go out from Tay­
lor must sound a clarion note against 
sin. Sin must not be hidden but re­
vealed. Sin must be hit and hit hard 
wherever, whenever, and however 
found. 
A farmer from central New York 
went to a circus on the Fourth of 
July, and came to a glass cage full 
of snakes. He began smashing it 
with his big hickory cane. A roust­
about came running to the spot. 
"Hey, rube, what are you doing 
there?" 
"Smashing snakes; I always smash 
'em wherever I find 'em," and biff bang 
went his cane. 
•Tust as the farmer smashed snakes 
wherever he found them so the Chris­
tian minister should hit sin. Sin, 
whether among the rich or among the 
poor, in the church, or on the street, 
in high society or in low society, 
must be called sin. 
How should this fight against sin 
be carried on? How are people to 
be freed from the bondage of sin? 
Truly a big stick will be of no help 
in this fight. Only by wearing the 
complete armour of God and wielding he tires other people 
the sword of the Spirit can convic­
tion he brought to the sinner. But You can't convince a girl that any 
for the shed blood of Christ this man she admires isn't in the hero 
world would have no hope. God class. 
through the gift of His Son has made 
a way whereby sinners might flee 
from the terrible consequence of sin. 
God has provided a "double cure" 
for sin. Two works of grace, justifi­
cation and sanctification, are possible 
only through the perfect sacrifice of 
Christ on the cross of cavalry. "But 
God commendeth his love toward us, 
in that, while we were yet sinners 
Christ died for us. Much more then, 
being now justified by his blood, we 
shall be saved from wrath through 
Him." This passage tells of our jus­
tification which separates us from our 
sins as far as the east is from the 
west. "Wherefore Jesus also, that 
he might sanctify the people with his 
own blood, suffered without the gate." 
Here we have the second cure which 
takes the root of sin from the heart 
of the believer. First, God saves from 
personal guilt; then he cleanses the 
temple from imbred sin and fills with 
His Spirit. 
The sin question, which is the 
greatest question of the ages, is not 
settled by regeneration for there still 
lurks in the ;  heart a coiled sernant 
ready to poison the life and character 
if given a chance. Thank God this 
reptile, this carnal mind, can be 
blasted from the heart in sanctifica­
tion. Then the devil is on the out­
side where he can be dealt with 
more easily. Then indeed "sin shall 
not have dominion over you." 
If we concede that sin is the cause 
of all the trouble which comes to 
mankind, if we believe that sin is the 
greatest enemy of the individual and 
of society, then we are compelled to 
admit that that system which enables 
man to get rid of sin and its power is 
the greatest friend of man. Nothing 
but the Christian religion can give a 
death biow to sin. Justification frees 
us from the burden of sins we have 
committed, gives us pardon; sancti­
fication takes out the sin principle, 
that thing within which led us into 
sin in the beginning and which is apt 
to give trouble as long as it is not 
killed. Therefore cannot we claim 
that holiness as an experience of 
grace is the greatest experience 
which it is possible for man to have? 
It puts an end to sin. Holiness is 
the only complete cure for sin. Ex­
perience it—then live it, preach it, 
teach it, and publish i'i,. 
The less work a man does the more 
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CHRONICLE. 
May 3.—Prof. Woodford is late for 
lunch. Dr. Rice reads "Hamlet." 
May 4.—We observe Arbor Day. The 
Juniors give reception for Seniors. 
May 5.—Piano recital given by Vir­
ginia Ruse, assisted by Alice Wesler 
and "Buddy" Seelig. 
May 6.—After months of careful 
planning the Seniors take their early 
breakfast in the rain. 
May 7.—Revival services begin with 
Rev. John Owen evangelist. Rev. Bar­
rett preaches his farewell sermon. 
May 8.—The tennis season is in full 
swing. 
May 9.—Once more we are permit­
ted to have classes under the trees. 
May 10.—We are having some won-
denul sermons from Rev. Owen. 
May 11.—No one can complain about 
the weather today. We are glad to 
have Dr. Shaw with us again. 
May 12.—Wonderful meeting this 
evening. The Lord is speaking to 
many hearts. 
•""av 13.—Stella Tivacker gets quite 
a bargain in a bushel of rotten apples 
for fifteen cents. 
May 14.—Mother's Day. Dr. Shaw 
fills vacancy left by hev. Barrett. 
May 15.—Mr. Briggs attended 
French class today. 
May 16.—The Seniors are given ex­
tra "pep" (per) for the rest of the 
term. Mr. Brown refuses to drink the 
hot stuff. 
May 17.—Prof. Draper's surveying 
class spend most of their time sur­
veying the clouds. 
City Barber Shop I 1 KEEVER'S CAFE 
FOR HOT LUNCHES AND 
SHORT ORDERS 
mnz-vrrrr. O A AETATA ? i Oysters in Season. 
TROUT & WEAVER |, D R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind. 
LAUNDRY 
DRY CLEANING I I 
Ip our last issue an effort was 
made to include in the Alumni news 
mention of all the alumni and former 
students about whom we had any in­
formation. The name of John H. 
Palmer, of Lapel, Indiana, was miss 
ing. Dr. Palmer received the degree 
of Bachelor of Divinity and also the 
honorary degree of Doctor of Divin­
ity from Taylor University For sev­
eral years he has been sponsoring the 
Hill-Palmer Prize in Vocal Music with 
Dr. Hill, of New York. He is also a 
member of the North Indiana confer­
ence and is now serving one of the 
Digest rural churches in Methodism. 
The fact that a man has the sleep- j 
in-church habit is no sign that he \ 
will finel rest in heaven. 
Don't be a miser; coffins have no I 
: 
pockets. T 
Policemen never give a rap for law- ; 
abiding citizens.' • 
a..#..#..*..*..#..*..*..#..#..#.. 
SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE 
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop. 
Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions 
PHONE 1084 UPLAND, INDIANA 
Like A Good Friend 
Clothcraft Serge Specials 
stand by you thru thick 
and thin. 
10 per cent off for students 
Golden Eagle 
UPLAND GAS CITY 
C H R I S T I A N I T Y  
A Biologic  Fact  
By 
S.  H.  YEATER, A.  M., M. D. 
A unique, interesting and helpful little book forpreachers, 
teachers, missionaries and all who wish to spread the gospel 
of the CHRISTIAN LIFE. Biblical and orthodox. An old 
subject from a new angle. Christianity treated as a form of 
life rather than a study in Ethics. 72 pages bound in paper-
Price, 35c postpaid. Order from 
YEATER PRINTING CO. 
Phone 1061 Upland,. Ind. 
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ALUMNI NEWS. 
Mabel Twining is spending the year 
with her parents at Byron Centre, 
Mich. She is doing some evangelistic 
work. 
Ruth Sedwick is living at Indianap­
olis where she has a position as clerk 
in a store. 
Announcements have been received 
of the birth of a daughter to Mr. and 
Mrs. Jack Rose on May 9th. They 
call her Mary Frances. 
Word has been received that Wen-
dell Ayres is quite ill. He is attend­
ing Indiana State University. 
Zena Walker is at her home at Tip­
ton, Indiana. 
Rev. P. B. Smith visited us last 
week. He is pastor of the M. E. 
chruch at Yorktown. 
Mrs. Roy Gillet and husband live 
at Oskaloosa, Iowa, where Mr. Gillet 
is a successful dentist. Mrs. Gillet 
was formerly Verla Giles. 
A. A. Hunter i° living at Cleve­
land, Ohio. He is employed as Ex­
ecutive Secretary toe the Baldwin 
Wallace College. 
E. P. Weaver is attending school 
at Marion college where he will re­
main this summer. His home is at 
McGranesville, Ind. He was at 
Taylor with S. A. T. C. 
S. G. Cress is living at Marion, Indi­
ana. He is employed by the Qual­
ity Ice Cream company. 
Mt. Hope, W. Virginia. 
April 24, 1922. 
When I was searching for a good 
eolloge in 1914 I decided to enter Tay­
lor University because I felt that it 
had something rich in store for me. It 
exceeded my highest expectations, and 
offered a wealth of opportunity for 
growth in spiritual life which I have 
never found elsewhere. Tt is an oasis 
in the field of religion as all denom-
nations can meet on common grounds 
of Christian fellowship and hear the 
gospel of Jesus Christ. The unsearch­
able riches of Christ seem more pre­
cious after even a brief stay at Tay-
lar. I know of no other religious in­
stitute that exerts such a wholesome 




Miss Demoree graduated from T. U. 
in 1916 and took her master's degree 
at Bloomington, Indiana state school; 
she also graduated from Indiana state 
Normal school at Terre Haute, Ind. 
She is teaching education and Eng­
lish at Mt. Hope, W. Va, and enjoys 
her work very much. 
Announcements have been received 
of the birth of a daughter. Dorothea 
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY!, 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS | I 
Four year course leads to 
D. D. S. degree. Six year 
course leads to B. S. and 
D. D. S. degrees. One year 
in accredited college re­
quired. Write for catalog. 
* i 
STROUP BROS. | 
STAPLE AND FANCY 
GROCERIES 
if Phone 1092 
Upland | 
T 4 
J t w .  A .  H O L L I S ,  M .  D .  j  
| College of Dentistry i | EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT^ 
i Box 51, 1838 1 ~ ~ " T ' " " 
I 
i 
838 West Harrison Street T I Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. i 






Our Advertising Manager, 
And he claims that 
When the idea strikes you 
To be photographed— 
You will take 




To Fairmount, Ind.— 
To a Studio 
That is equipped 
To serve. 
A busy Studio— 
A painstaking Studio— 
The Hockett Studio 
Of course, he's right. 
|GARDEN PLANTS 
i 
All kinds sent by Parcel 
Post. 
Help Taylor University by 
purchasing your Garden 
Plants from us. 
Taylor University 
Greenhouses 
B. A. Atkinson, Florist. 
Phone 894 
LEARN HOW TO EARN 
We want to teach three men and three women from Tay­
lor University how to make from $500 to $1,000 this summer 
but we want no one who is looking for a common can­




Apply and see if you can qualify. We'll tell you if you can. 
WRITE SALES MANAGER 
The National Home & School Ass'n 
1811 Prairie Avenue, 
Chicago, 111. 
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Roberta, to Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. 
Brwon, on March 8th. They are living 
at Wuliu, China, where Dr. Brown has 
charge of a hospital. 
Everett Worth is teaching in Mar­
ion college. Mr. and Mrs. Everett 
Worth were both here in school. Mrs. 
Worth was formerly Miss Bertha 
Knight. 
Rev. and Mrs. Archer and daughter 
reside at Honey Creek, Indiana. Rev. 
Archer is pastor of the United Breth­
ren church. Mrs. Archer is recover­
ing from a serious illness of the "flu." 
DR. H. N. TURNEY I 
DENTIST | 
DR. ALLEN B. CAINE 
Osteopathic Physician I i 
Office Hours—9-12 a. m., 2-g p. m. j I Phone 58. Marion, Indiana. | 
Telephone 72 Marion, Indiana f | X-Ray Equipment 
Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk Bldg • f 508 Marion National Bank Bids, j 
Camden, N. J. 
Dear Harold: 
Have juslj returned from confer­
ence and moved to a better place in 
Camden. I am now pastor of Eighth 
street M. E. church. It is a very large 
building, much larger than the M. E 
at Upland. A large Sunday school of 
482 enrollment, two choirs, plenty of 
members but not enough for me; a 
beautiful parsonage in the residence 
part of Camden in Parkside, every 
convenience and a large salary. As 
far as I can see this is a great field 
for a humble man. Pray for us. 
I am still saved and sanctified up-
to-date and shall preach the old gos­
pel. Amen. 
Your friend, 
E. T. HAMM. 
j DR. F. L. RESLER 
j PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Over Postoffice 
I Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 
i Upland, Indiana 
LONG'S CLEANERS & DYERS 
CLEANING THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY SUPERIOR 
— Garment Dyers — Rug Cleaners — Hat Remodelers — 
Office 120 W. Third Street Marion, Ind. 
ALUMNI 
Last chance to get your 
T. U. 
Mail your order to 
Gilbert Ayres 
Subscription Mgr. 
Price: Leather, $3.00, Imitation Leather, $2.25 
Ralph C. Cottrell . 
Glasses Scientifically Fitted $ j 
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN 1 1 
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN. 
421-422 Marion Nat'l Bank 
Phone 246 Marion, Ind. 
Second and Washington Streets 
Marion, Ind. 
One of the Largest 
Home-Furnishing Houses 
In the State 
Dependable Furniture—Floor Coverings 
and a Complete Drapery Service 
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PRAYER BAND. 
Just what part the prayer band is 
playing in the meeting we cannot say. 
However, we are seeing some results 
of our hours of prayer. During the 
meetings the students have been gath­
ering every evening in special pray­
er meetings for the revival services. 
There has been a free spirit of inter­
cession on many. Praise God for a 
student body that He can work 
through for the salvof.:on of the un­
saved. The intercessory spirit has 
been more evident among the few 
than is found in most of our revivals. 
Recently the prayer band has spent 
all the time in the regular meetings 
praying for the revival. 
As the meetings close let us pray 
earnestly that God will keep those 
whom he has called from a life of 
sin; also may we not forget to de­
finitely set apart a time for prayer and 
private devotions. 
J. M. O. 
HOLINESS LEAGUE. 
The blessing of God ha? been upon 
the Holiness League recently in con­
viction, power, and victory; several 
individuals hat e knelt at the altar at 
every service. 
Several weeks ago Mrs. McLaughlin 
spoke earnestly, from Isaiah 6. When 
Isaiah came face to face with the 
holiness of God he confessed his own 
need of heart-cleansing; after his 
iniquity was taken away and his sin 
purged, he responded to God's call to 
service. 
On the two following Friday eve­
nings Rev. Arthur C. Zepp brought us 
straight-forward, definite messages on 
holiness. At one time he spoke on 
Ezekial 11:19: "I will take the stony 
heart out of their flesh, and will give 
them an heart of flesh." At the other 
he preached on Hebrews 12:14: "Fol­
low peace with all men. and holiness, 
without which no man shall see the 
Lord." He said, "Holiness is a doc­
trine to be believed,an experience to 
be received, and a life to be lived. 
Consecration is man's part; sanctifi-
oation is God's part. We are sancti­
fied by definite faith in Christ who 
cleanses the heart. This work of 
SOANGETAHA. 
On Saturday evening, April 29, the 
Soangetaha Debating Club met for 
parliamentary drill with the vice 
president in charge. After the busi­
ness session the time was spent very 
enjoyably and profitably in parlia­
mentary drill. The members entered 
into it with enthusiasm and by so do­
ing learned new points of informa­
tion and were much helped. We wish 
each member of our club to have the 
best possible knowledge of the rules 
of procedure in and methods of con­
ducting public meetings. 
A very interesting and hel-ful de­
bate was held on Saturday evening, 
May 6. The question was, "Resolved: 
That the educational system of the 
United States should be under na­
tional rather than state control. 
Those on the affirmative were Edith 
Klossner and Ethel Morton and on 
the negative, Edith Collins and Co-
leen Keeler. The debate showed care­
ful preparation and the strong in­
terest of the debaters in their sub­
ject. The decision was rendered in 
favor of the negative. 
There was no meeting on Saturday 
evening. May 12, because of the re­
vival meetings in progress. 
Are You With | 
Those You Love? ? 
Separation never occurs 
between friends having a 
Larrimer interpretative 
photographic portrait. 
grace is essential to power, to serv­




At present we are greatly helped 
and blessed by the clear, definite, 
fearless teaching of a full gospel by 
Rev. John Owen who is bringing us 
the truth day after day in a gracious 
revival, and numbers are finding their 
inheritance in Christ. 
—A. B. C. 
; W. E. WAGONER 
! DENTIST 
| Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
Marion, Ind. f Phone 1235 






Watch for the White Truck 
BROWN LAUNDRY 
& Dry Cleaning Co. 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
EUREKA REBATING CLUB 
On Saturday evening. Mav 6. we 
had a triangular debate extomoore. 
The first debaters were Draner and 
Briggs. the second Bovll and Wool-
ver. and the third debators the win­
ners of these two debates, were Ri'iggs 
and Woolver. Each debate was on a 
d i f f e r en t  ques t i on  o f  l oca l  i n t e r e s t  MI  
of the debators obtained much benefit 
from these debates bv debating with­
out former preparation. Those who 
EYES 
EXAMINED 
For the relief of Headache, 
Eye Strain or Poor Vision. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
DR. G. S. GRUBB 
308-9 Marion Nat. Bank Bldg. 
MARION, IND. 















Receiving Outfit $20 
Radio Senior Receiving Outfit 
tssssssstt 
Guaranteed To Receive At A Distance 





Tlie RADIO SENIOR was developed to supply 
the demand for a low-priced, efficient receiving 
outfit, having a range of from 150 to over 600 
meters, thus bringing in on the average amateui 
antenna—amateur stations, radio telephones and 
commercial stations, operating to and including 
600 meters. Ships and stations on the Atlantic 
coast are easily copied in Marion. Radio tele­
phone concerts and voice from Newark, New Jer­
sey, and other New Jersey phones in addition to 
Pittsburg and other phones, are regularly copied 
in Marion. It is just the thing for receiving radio 
telephone concerts. 
This instrument is a combination tuner and 
audion detector. It consists of a tapped induct­
tittttttitttxttisttiatxiaxittxtitttttxiitiistitittxt xstmutumtaxnm 
Special Price - $20.03 
tttstttw 
Observer Co. 





ance, a CROSLEY VARIABLE CONDENSER, 
CROSLEY Model "A" Rheostat, CROSLEY V T 
SOCKET, CROSLEY GRID CONDENSER and 
Leak. This hook-up is special—of our own de­
sign. 
These parts are mounted on a panel of formica 
or other similar dielectric composition. The sur­
face is ground; the binding posts marked and the 
whole thing mounted in a mahogany finished cab­
inet 11% inches wide, 6 inches high and 4% inches 
deep. Cords with clips extend through the back 
of the cabinet to be attached to the "B" Batteries. 
This set is very efficient. The price is re­
markably low due to the fact that it is manu­






® South Side Square 
| 
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were present felt that it was an hour under very attractive terms, 
well spent. The present population of Australia 
On account of the services in the ig 5,300,000 and the Australian govern-
chapel, the club did not meet May ment is contemplating a scheme to 
attract desirable immigration from all 
parts of the world. 
The Austrian National Assembly 
has adopted a new constitution where­
by that nation becomes a federal 
13. 
EULOGIANS. 
On May 6 the question of "Resolved: 
That the adjusted compensation bill . , ... .. . ' . , , , state, with a president and congress, for the soldiers bonus as passed by 
the house of representatives should 
be passed by the senate and signed 
by the president" was upheld on the 
affirmative side by Broyles and Adcock 
and on the negative side by Gumban 
and Sturgis. The decision of the 
judges was in favor of the affirma­
tive. 
On the 13th the question for debate 
was, "Resolved: That the right to 
vote should be denied to any person 
who has not an education equal to 
that given in our common schools," 
Teed and Ellison on the affirmative 
was arrayed against Totman and Poe. 
This was partially on extemporane-
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 
A new Bulgarian law provides that 
all young men of twenty years and 
older, and all young women over six­
teen are forced to serve the state from 
one to three years. 
Hungarian veterans of the world 
war have been granted land from the 
Hungarian government. 
Forty thousand children of Warsaw 
were not attending school last year 
because of a lack of schools. 
The Irish White Cross is a neutral 
body organized in Ireland for relief 
work. 
France is suffering in Paris and 
some of her provincial cities from a J For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
IN MARION 
ous debate. The decision was in favor wave °' undesirable immigration, 
of the affirmative. "Polish Grey Samaritans" is the 
The Eulogonians are now busying name given to a group of Polish-
themselves preparing for the cabinet American girls sent to Poland by the 
meeting to be held on May 27. This Y- w- c- A- to do socia] service among 




SOME INTERESTING FACTS 
ABOUT EUROPEAN NEIGHBORS 
Members of the American church in 
Munich are sending underfed German 
children for a six weeks' cure to Ba­
varian watering places. 
The conference of Baltic states last 
year included Finland, Poland, Lith­
uania, Latvia and Esthonia and had 
its own League of Nations. 
The European Students Relief fund 
DID YOU KNOW THAT ' 
Columbia University has received a 
gift from the government of Czecho­
slovakia for the purpose of maintain- has been organized in America for 
ing instruction in Czech. sending relief to more than 100,000 
Columbia University, Oberlin Col- students in the universities of Aus-
lege and the State Universities of Ne- tria> Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Ger-
braska, California and Texas are now ™y, the Balkan states and Asia 
offering instruction in Czech. Minor who are without clothing, food 
Three hundred students at the Uni- °r haat aad are °f exhaustion, 
versity of Illinois were registered last tuberculosis, mal-nutrition and sui-
year for German language courses. 
For Men's Wear 
cide continually. 
Knut Hansun, the greatest fiction 
writer in Scandinavia, who received 
has" increased so rapidly that Nobel prize for literature and 
whose works have been translated in 
twenty-three languages, at one time 
The emigration of Jews to Pales­
tine from Central and Eastern Eu-
new emigration regulations have be 
come necessary. 
A selection of young people, strong a street car in Chicago, from 
in mind and body, who know how to Halstead street to the stock yards, 
do farm work and manual labor, in­
cluding both young men and young "God is the source of all joy, and 
women are being sent by thousands if we come into personal contact with 
to Palestine from Europe under the Him His infinite joy comes into our 
direction of the Zionists. lives." 
England is offering special facili-
ties to ex-service men who wish to "One who frankly confesses liini-
go either to Australia or to Canada, seif to be in the wrong when he is, 
giving land and financial assistance will be found riiostly in the right." 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
South Side Square. Phone 1410 j 
MARION, IND. 
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LOVE MICH 
Love much. Earth has enough of | 
bitter in it; f 
Cast sweets into its cup whene'er • 
you can. j 
No heart so hard but love at last may } 
win it, ; 
Love is the grand primeval cause of i i man; • 
All hate is foreign to the first great | 
plan. i 
• 
Love much. Your heart will be led 
out to slaughter 
On altars built of envy and deceit; 
Love much, love on. 'Tis bread upon ; 
the water; 
It shall be cast in loaves yet at your 
feet, 
Unleavened, manna, most divinely 
sweet. 
Love much. Your faith will be de­
throned and shaken 
Your trust betrayed by many a fair, 
false lure. 
Remount your faith, and let new truth 
awaken 
Tho' clouds obscure them, yet the 
stars are pure; 
Love is a vital force and must en­
dure. 
Love much. Men's souls contract with 
cold suspicion; 
Shine on them with warm love and 
they expand. 
'Tis love, not creeds, that from a low 
condition 
Leads mankind up to heights su­
preme and grand. 
Oh, that the world would see and 
understand! 
Love much. There is no waste in 
freely giving; 
More blessed it is, even than to 
receive. 
He who loves much, alone finds life 
worth living; 
Love on thro' doubt and darkness, 
and believe 
There is no thing which love may 
not achieve. 
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
? 
Step in Sam's Shoes 
Featuring the newest styles for j 
warm weather. i 
« 
<• 
Sam Levy Shoe Co. j 
Marion, Ind ana I 
"Carnality does not improve with 
age because no one can learn to be 
good while the 'old man' reigns with­
in him. The only effectual remedy 
is the cleansing Blood applied by | 
faith." » 
-MARION INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION— 
CIVIC HALL, MARION, INDIANA 
SEE 
Blumenthal's Live Model Style Show 
Each Evening 8:00 to 8:30 and 
Thursday Afternoon. 
BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
MARION, IND. 
"The Holy Spirit is the greatest un­
developed resource of religion." 
YOUR KODAK 
PICTURES 
are finished right, when they 
come to us. 
Kodak Dept. 
BEITLER STUDIO 
E. Chavez is our agent. 
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ucation: "I guess Til have to cut 
out some of this report in order to get 
it all in." 
Rodriquez: "I wanta court." 
Earl Smith: "Well, young man, I'd 
advise you to go to some young lady 
then." 
Fii-st student: "Why is a student 
like a thermometer?" 
Second student: "He may be grad­
uated and get degrees without hav­
ing any brains." 
Katy Biesecker: "I've got to work 
hard next year." 
Eva Oliver: "What! Aren't you 
coming back to college?" 
A Philosophical Mind. 
Dean Ayres: "For what would you 
remember Leipnitz?" 
• Miss Castle: ''His theory of 
Monads." 
Miriam Teed to her seat mate: 
"What did he say, the theory of ro­
mance?" 
A student in Bible was asked who 
Esau was, and gave the following re­
ply: 
"Esau was a writer of fables who 
sold his 'copyright for a bottle of 
potash,'" 
Mother: "Would you like to come 
and rock the baby for a bit, Tommy?" 
Tommy: "You bet! But I haven't 
got a rock." 
Alice Odella: "I read a good joke 
in the Literary Digest; it might be 
good for the Echo. (Upon further re­
flection) "Oh, maybe it wouldn't either 
but it appealed to me because it had 
the name 'Don' in it." 
Edith Collins to Edith Klossner: 
"You know Edith, little children have 
as much brains as grown folks but 
they don't know how to use them." 
Edith K.: "Is that why you don't 
use yours?" 
Miss Draper: "How was iron first 
discovered?" 
Emma Michel: "I'm a little rusty 
on that but I think they smelt it." 
Joe Vallejo to Lillian Armstrong: 
"What do you girls do with your hair 
nets any way; send them to the laun­
dry?" 
Prof. Rogue's Soliliquy 
(About 4 a.m.) 
"Oh hark: Oh Hear! How thin and 
clear 
And thinner, clearer, farther going-
Oh sweet and far, from cliff and scar 
That pesky 'larm clock fantly going." 
DR. W. H. ERVIN 
DENTIST 
Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193 
Cocley Blk. Hartford City 
f 
i i 
HOW DID IT HAPPEN THAT: 
John Mabuce lost his misplaced 
eyebrow? 
Johnny Speirs translated a chap­
ter of French in advance of the les­
son? 
Dr. Wray met his 7:30 class prompt­
ly at 7:35? ' 
It didn't rain for a week? 
Wallace Teed and the Smith twins 
considered it necessary to get special 
permission from Dean Pogue to spend 
Sunday afternoon sitting under a tree? 
Clarence French wouldn't join the 
Do Without Slang Club? 
"Billy" Dunn saved 10c of last 
month's allowance? 
Bake-Rite Bakery 
FRESH BREAD, ROLLS, 
AND CAKES 
So. Side Square. Phone 37 
Hartford City, Ind. 
Audrey to George, who had just 
had his coffee cup refilled for the 
fifth time: "You must be very fond 
of coffee." 
George: "Yes, indeed, or I would 
not he drinking so much water to get 
a little." 
"One of the greatest obstacles to 
missions in every land and time has 
been the drink evil. Those interested 
in the evangelism of the world and 
the redemption of men and women 
cannot contend too strenuously and 
proyerfu.lly against the traffic in 
strong drink and habit forming 
drugs."—Missionary Review of the 
World, May, 1919. 
Little Lila ,Eaton seeing Abe Pugh 
coming down the street robed in his 
cap and gown, rushed to her little 
brother and exclaimed: 
"Oh, Charles, here comes a priest 
down the street." 
Skilled Economy. 
Mr. Grabner giving a report in ed-
A Garden Romance—Sunflower and 
Violet. 
He could not stoop to tell his love 
though again and again he tried; 
And her voice could not reach to the 
heights above; so they yearned 
for each other and died. 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m 
Charles A. Sellers, M. D 
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. 





Cronin's Drug- Store 
West Side Square 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
—SEE US FIRST— 
WE GIVE A DISCOUNT OF 
10 % 
TO ALL STUDENTS OF TAYLOR 
UNIVERSITY 
Dry Goods, Shoes and Men's Wear 
READY-TO-WEAR 
<4 
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THALOS, 20; PHILOS, 4. 
The Thalos won the second game of 
the inter-society baseball series by 
the rather lop-sided score of 20-4. 
Three Straight l'or Thalos. 
The third game of the series went 
the way of the first two games, score 
10-4. 
Thalos A.B H. R. E. 
Earl Smith, c 3 0 0 1 
Pilgrim, cf 5 0 0 0 
Ellison, 2b 5 1 1 0 
E. Smith, If 5 3 2 0 
French, p 4 1 2 0 
Newcomb, ss 3 1 1 2 
Woolever, lb 1 0 0 1 
Mabuce, rf 3 2 2 0 
Willard, 3b 3 1 1 1 
J. Johnson, lb 3 1 1 3 
35 10 10 8 
Philos A.B. H. R. E. 
W. Smith, 3d 5 3 2 4 
Whiteneck, 2d 4 2 1 1 
Perry, c •* 0 0 1 
Daughenbaugh, p ... 4 0 0 0 
Rupp, lb 4 3 0 0 
J. Shilling ,lf 3 0 0 0 
D. Whiteneck, cf . ... 4 1 0 0 
Ayres, rf 4 1 0 0 
Freeze, ss 4 1 1 0 
Eaton, If 1 0 0 0 
37 11 4 6 
Born followers are as much a ne­
cessity to success as born leaders. 
I now leave, not knowing when 
or whether ever I may return, with 
a task before me greater than that 
which rested upon Washington. With­
out the assistance of that Divine Be­
ing who ever attended him I cannot 
succeed. With that assistance I can­
not fail. Trusting in Him. who can 
go with men and remain with you, and 
be everywhere for good, let us con 
fidently hope that all will yet be well. 
—Lincoln, "Farewell Address." 
H. BLAKE 
Northwest Corner of Square 
—Hartford City— 
Offers you the newest in women's Readv-to-Wear and dry-
goods, and a 
10 Percent Discount to Taylor Students. 
f/AXTfO#/) c/ry//va 
Special Discount Given To Taylor University Students 
"The Best Place To Trade After All" 
A ripe scholar was the neighbor of 
Dr. Adam Clarke, the commentator, 
when the latter had become quite re­
nowned. On the same evening both 
saw a copy of the Greek testament of 
Erasmus advertised. As soon as the 
scholar had swallowed his breakfast 
the next morning he hastened to the 
bookshop to purchase the volume. 
"You. are too, late, the book is sold!" 
replied the bookseller to his inquiry. 
"Too late?" exclaimed the scholar in 
sururi°e. "Why, I came as soon as I 
bad eaten my breakfast!" "Yes, but 
Adam Clarke came before breakfast!" 
responded the bookseller. 
aFPECTIOMS e« my •> <h* following n 
parts may bo caasaf by ntrrai in-** 
pinged at tho spina by a sabluated a 
BRAIN sartsbra. I 



























DR. TOM BELL 
Originator of Optomopathy 
EYES FITTED 
SPINES ADJUSTED 
Side Stepping 111 Health 
28 Years Experience 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Hart, Schaffner 
& Marx Clothes 
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS & SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Knox Hats Special discount given to 
Stetson Hats Taylor University students. 
RISINGER & HUFFMAN ! s 
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods 
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price; 
with us, it's BOTH. j 
Hartford City, Indiana North Side Square I 
Columbia f 
Shirts | 
Nunn & Bush t 
Shoes | 
PACE TWENTY TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
Taylor University 
Upland, Indiana 
A Work Shop for World Winners 
The school that does not apologize for the Bible. 
The school that seeks young men and women of 
vision. 
The school that trains for Christian service. 
Accomodations are being rapidly taken for next year. If you con­
template entrance you should correspond at once with B. W. Ayres, Dean 
and Acting President. 
FALL OPENING 
September 26, 1922 
